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Creating a ChurchCreating a Church
ArchiveArchive

INTRODUCTIONSINTRODUCTIONS

Hello and thanks for being here–I am Lorraine
Slopek, the Diocesan Archivist. (Ask for introductions
around the room).
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presented by:presented by:

LorraineLorraine SlopekSlopek
Diocesan ArchivistDiocesan Archivist

(NOT Czechoslovakian)

I am Lorraine Slopek, your diocesan archivist, I work
out of the Synod office in Halifax, where the Diocesan
Archives is located, and I’m not Czechoslovakian 
Everyone thinks I am by my married name and the
way I look today but looks can be deceiving that is,
until the information is complete…… I was born a 
Kieran …
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Octave and Augusta Owel
(Flanders …France)

My grandfather was Flemish and my grandmother
French from Calais, France, they settled in Brussels
after the first World War…
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Philip and Lizbeth Kieran
(Ireland …. England)

My grandfather on my father’s side was from Dublin, 
Ireland and met my grandmother, from the Jersey
Isle in London; they came to Canada before the war
and had a little farm in Beaurepaire Just outside of
Montreal.
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Albert and Nellie Kieran
(Montreal ….Belgium)

Albert and Nellie met in Montreal (my mother was
born in Brussels and came to Montreal when she was
eight). Just before my Dad and his brother served for
four years overseas during WWII; my Dad graduated
from Sandhurst in England and was a policeman for
one year of peacetime before war broke out, later
became a Lieutenant in the Canadian Army, but at
heart had always been an artist like both of his
parents. Soooo….
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I am …
Canadian.

Like so many of us I am a mixture of many European
strains and customs. To know who I am, or a large
part of it, I have to look back and try to understand
them all.
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Most of the
time I feel
like this …

Do we really need the past to define ourselves? Most
of the time, I feel the same as I always was, pretty
happy inside, just to be alive, no matter what, but
things happen …
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SOMETIMES I STILL FEEL LIKE THIS

… and we need to make choices. The hairstyle has 
not changed much –it is interesting to see what
stays the same –without the record of pictures, this
might not be so obvious.
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Rescued!

Or get to know our families all over again after being
away from each other, scattered throughout the
dominion …

The same day of the previous picture, my sister must
have rescued me from the crib -- and she still rescues
me from time to time…

This helped me to remember how many times she
defended me when I was in trouble as a child.
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Records tell us our identity…

Records tell us about ourselves –they tell us our
identity –our tendancies, rather, expressed in a
multitude of ways. Everyone in my family was so
talented, it was difficult to decide what to be --- did I
want to dance and sing like my mother? Or did I
want to swim the English channel?

Notice that a colour print from 1960 will lose its
pigment balance rapidly (appears to turn yellow)
because of the instability of the process then –while
the sepia tint from 1926 is almost the same as it was
when it was made.
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Records tell us our identity…

In any case, it is so nice to know, for instance,
that there was a time when I was ladylike …
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Records tell us our identity…

Yes, even a time when my hair would curl … I 
can remember almost every person’s name in 
my grade 2 class picture although I have not
seen most of them for 45-50 years –some
became my good friends right through high
school and a few shaped my life forever…
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Records tell us our identity…

My Dad was an outdoorsman and I was a camper all
my life --- Until I saw this picture, I had forgotten
that for awhile I wanted to live in the forest and felt
that I was a part of it.
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Records tell us our identity…

Which is probably why I walk to work, sleep
with the windows open winter and summer,
and I am so attracted to pumpkin people that I
feel the urge to go around imitating them every
autumn.
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Records tell us our
identity…

This indecision about who I am seems to have
persisted into my twenties-- Should I join the Navy
like my favourite uncle David, or should I just wear
navy surplus clothes and camp by the side of the
road?
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Records tell us our potential…

I had been taking care of other peoples’ kids since I 
was twelve –did I want to get married and have my
own, or just take care of others?

This is the famous Shanahan family of Montreal –
they lived next door to us and had about 14 kids,
who remained close,and there was an article about
them in the Saturday Evening Post after they all grew
up --but they would only give me 4 or 5 at a time to
babysit –two of these were twins!
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Records tell us our potential …

I’ve had only one child –this is a polaroid of Sarah
about a week old –polaroids were great for visiting
relatives on special occasions, weren’t they? 

But we are lucky to still have this one because the
pigment on a polaroid will rapidly disappear
altogether if exposed to light and leave a clean white
page where the image used to be –this one has lost
all of its red and much of its yellow.
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Records tell us our potential…

When times get rough it’s good to find that part of 
you that is effervescent, totally happy and at peace
with the world…it lets you know your potential for 
being that way again…anytime.
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Records tell us our potential…

My Irish grandfather was an engraver, but I had
never seen the Christmas cards he made until
recently (left)–they are about the size of the palm of
your hand.

When I was a kid I did such detailed drawings (right)
that my parents thought I might be a little crazy –
but later, having tried engraving in university, I knew
that I wasn’t crazy, or at least,Grampa Kieran was
crazier!
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Records tell us
our potential…

We kept the Kieran engraving business in the family
right into the nineties –my uncle David took it to
Ottawa eventually –and it always gives me a sense
of pride.
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Although we all ended up doing different things, There
is some similarity in styles and subjects in our art down
through the generations –like features on faces.

My Dad’s early sketch of my mother and my illustration 
for our graduating high school yearbook (1968).

One of these became the only drawing I have ever had
published for money –in  a teacher’s magazine –until
recently I had forgotten that I could ever do anything
like that.
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Records tell us our potential…

Kieran father and Kieran son had different
styles but they both loved the waterscapes –
boats, rivers, lakes, and the sea … for some 
reason when I was a teenager I could not wait
to get out of the city and live by the sea.
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Records tell us our potential…

But, my Dad had to make a living so… of course, I 
was the Gerber baby of 1951. (He had to design the
label –quickly)

This may not tell me much about myself, but it says
something about my Dad’s industry –he was a
commercial artist for Rolph Clarke Stone for 38 years
–this is not just a baby picture, but part of a
collection of designs he did that comprise a good
portion of his life’s work. 

Alone, this tells us something about his work, but
together with his landscapes, portraits and other
photographs, like any other collection in its entirety,
the complete fonds tells us what the world was like in
his time and how he interacted with it –his unique
vision of it.
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Records tell us our potential…

Looking more closely at some of my childhood
drawings, I realized that my daughter, although more
of a designer and abstract artist, retained some of
the character and style, perhaps the vision of her
antecedents is held somewhere in the genes…
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Records tell us our potential…

My daughter’s drawing of our cat, Pepa…. 
(Pepa is now 15 and really looks like that!)
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Records tell us our potential…

From records we can see how some
sensibilities skip a generation too --- would I
be a hat person?  Maybe not…
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Records tell us our potential…

But my daughter definitely has the potential of
her grandmother to wear any hat of her
choosing and always look good …
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Records tell us our potential…

Costumes have always been a big thing in our
family.. And now I see where it comes from…
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Records tell us our potential…

Well, I still get to wear costumes at the
Diocesan office at least, when the Gordon Girls
(Cathedral Sewing Guild) have their Hallowe’en
party…
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Records tell us our ACCOMPLISHMENTS…

And even while preserving records, I get to
dress funny –they called me “mould-buster” 
for one whole summer when I was cleaning up
the archived records in the Cathedral basement
-- (dampened by Hurricane Juan).
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Records tell us our ACCOMPLISHMENTS…

I still do little drawings and Christmas cards, a slightly
different style from my grandfather…I have done 
huge paintings and tiny engravings, but I’m 58 and I 
still don’t know my style –but when it is all together
after I’m gone, someone else will figure it out.
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Records tell us our RELATIONSHIPS…

But art isn’t everything …I have not seen my brother 
much over the years, and I came to wonder why ..

Finding this little composition where he says I kicked
him out of my room when he offered to help me
clean it up –gave me a clue that maybe I wasn’t so 
nice to him –we have since made it up, but it still
makes me cry…

If my Dad hadn’t saved it, I wouldn’t have been able 
to give it to Peter.
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Records tell us our RELATIONSHIPS…

Peter was an technical artist but went into
management, sales and Public Relations, of all things!

Here he is with two of his children –young Adam is
an artist; Ashley is an athlete and they are all
outdoors people …one or two things that we all still 
have in common.
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Records ARE ABOUT PEOPLE…

The fall of 2007 –I still wear my bandana –I cannot
wear a hat!

By now you may be wondering –so what? Why is
she showing us her family pictures? Has she gone
crazy? Have we come to the wrong meeting?
(maybe two out of three), but no, I’m showing you 
these things which I recently discovered in my
father’s basement and have taken home to preserve 
because…
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An archivist:
Collects things

Preserves things
Gives access to things that were

hidden or scattered…

Everybody is an
ARCHIVIST!

…I know that everyone in this room has stuff like this 
at home and if you don’t, a relative has, and sooner 
or later someone is going to want to gather it all
together, sort it out, preserve it, maybe scan it and
distribute it to all the family –because we can do that
now –and, if I were not working as an archivist, I
would still be doing this, so…

EVERYBODY IS AN ARCHIVIST!
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OVERVIEWOVERVIEW

What is an Archive?What is an Archive?
Nuts and BoltsNuts and Bolts
Getting StartedGetting Started
PEI Parish RecordsPEI Parish Records
St. PeterSt. Peter’’s Archives Archive

Why do we keepWhy do we keep
Records?Records?
History and VisionHistory and Vision
Keeping it goingKeeping it going
SustenanceSustenance

PreservationPreservation ––The Present is theThe Present is the
Future’s PastFuture’s Past

So, you know who I am, and you know what an
archivist is, but what is an archive? You have
already seen that there are qualities that every
collection has in common -- that even archivists
forget and not many others understand. Today
we will do the following…
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What is an Archive?What is an Archive?
A collection of recordsA collection of records
A space to store it inA space to store it in
An institutionAn institution

By nature, ALL CHURCHES AREBy nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE
ARCHIVES…ARCHIVES…

The business of churches is creating records –just as
our personal records tell us about our identity, our
potential, our accomplishments, and our relationship
to the community and to the world, church records
do the same.
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What is an Archive?What is an Archive?
A collection of recordsA collection of records
––inactive records ofinactive records of
enduring valueenduring value

(By nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE(By nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE
ARCHIVES…)ARCHIVES…)

All church records have enduring value. This is a
standard definition. But there is something unique
about the church and its records. Most people think
of records as the written documents that literally tell
a story in words.

But the church’s words don’t just tell about material, 
financial or legal matters –their business is to record
spiritual, psychological, and emotional life, and its
decision making is based not just on the bottom line,
but also on moral and ethical issues, intangible
matters of faith and what it means to be human.
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What is an Archive?What is an Archive?
A space to store the collectionA space to store the collection
––a safe secure space thata safe secure space that
preserves and protects thepreserves and protects the
records.records.

(By nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE(By nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE
ARCHIVES…)ARCHIVES…)

You already have a great space, but it helps to know
the uniqueness of your records if you ever have to
convince someone to give you more space. Many
church records have a designated space within the
church buildings already –it remains to be conscious
of how safe and secure that space may be, since it
usually has a dual function
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What is an Archive?What is an Archive?
An Institution:An Institution: a mandateda mandated
institution within a governinginstitution within a governing
organization.organization.

(By nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE(By nature, ALL CHURCHES ARE
ARCHIVES…)ARCHIVES…)

The church is already an institution, each parish
and each church is its own institution that is
part of a greater whole, and its records reflect
that…
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Why are all churches archives?Why are all churches archives?
RecordsRecords bear witness to human lifebear witness to human life andand

activity.activity.
The business of Church is to bearThe business of Church is to bear

witness to God and the spiritual andwitness to God and the spiritual and
practical life of itspractical life of its community in Christ.community in Christ.

All ministries are a continuance of
ancient faith and practice.

Doctrine and worship are based on
historical foundation.

From the point of view of “church” all of our 
records are already descendent in nature from
an historical process, and all bear witness to
our faith and our practice of that faith. Even
our windows, artifacts, and decorations
chronicle events and miracles of the distant
past. Our memorials keep the work of those in
the near past alive for us forever.
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Records are about people …

CHURCH RECORDS ARE
ABOUT PEOPLE IN GOD…

…AND GOD IN PEOPLE

Records, in general, are about people, church records
are about a deeper part of people that is not visible
or tangible in any other way –a compelling reason to
preserve these records
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… Therefore: All primary
records of the Church are of
enduring value.

…but what does that MEAN?

What does enduring value mean –value to whom?
We can use the word “permanent” or “inactive” but 
these words have inherent limitations to what we are
deciding about.

–enduring means that we are giving a gift to people
of the future, for however long we can…we don’t 
know the precise value, so we save them in faith that
the whole is greater than the sum of its parts…they 
are called “primary” because they are unique, not 
repeated, and their content is lost forever if not
preserved.
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Creating a Church
Archives

(… the NUTS, BOLTS …

…and COGWHEELS …)

How do we do it?

and with what?
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE

RECORD –anything recorded or
created by humans (what?)

PROVENANCE (a principle)
–observing the origin and activity

that created the record (where,
how, why?)

We’ll start with some definitions, because archive 
“jargon” although familiar in other areas, can mean 
something different in an archive sense, and you will
know what I mean while I’m talking about it. A 
record answers the question “what” happened/ what 
is it? What did we do? What do we have. In sorting
them out we answer the question “why” why and 
how was the record created, the person ‘s activity 
that created it and its source and origin –
PROVENANCE -- is the basic principle of archival
arrangement
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Yes, PROVENANCE WILL GUIDE YOU THROUGH ALL
YOUR WORK ON A LARGE COLLECTION, think of it as
people wearing different hats at different times–the
purpose, time, authority and activity of the creator
will determine which records to keep together and
how to describe them as a group.
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

So, what do we keep and what do we chuck?
what IS a record? Is everything a record? Well,
definitely written records are, like this one. It is
rather battered but the information is valuable
–it’s part of a church register.
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A record is created by humans…

This is
a
record:

A photograph is a record, even a published one
like this –printed in a book, a different process
from the original photograph –which we no
longer have. So now the digital scan is our
primary source of this image.
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

Sumerian

Ancient Sumerians developed what we think is the
first form of writing, it is partly pictorial but also
abstract, like letters. Cuneiforms are the clay oblong
objects they carved the sentences in, the substance
they rolled the dye filled forms over have not
survived. I like cuneiforms because they tell us
something about human nature that has not changed
–Sumerians must have thought they had a similar
problem to the one we have today–they looked
around and said “this living in villages thing is getting 
out of hand –we’ve got TOO MUCH STUFF –we
need to keep track of it somehow. These don’t tell 
deep stories, they are mostly an accounting of how
many barrels of wheat were stored or traded for how
many jars of oil, and so on… so they say…
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

A space shuttle, each one having a unique design is
in itself a record, like sculptures and some
buildings…so, a machine can be a record, if it is 
unique
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

The Ark of the Covenant is a record –sorry, bad
picture.
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

Even my isolated attempts at sculpture produced this
record –the sculpture itself (called “the family” done 
while I was pregnant)

I am showing this because it has since been
dismantled and the pieces discarded, so the
photographs that documented this show are now the
only record of the art piece itself.
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A record is created by humans…

And so is
this…

Some records are transitory –photographs a(used to
be drawn graphics) are the only evidence that
something existed.

Especially things like this, for which I had to promise
the city I would take away after the show (processual
art, 3 frames that line up to change the viewers
focus.) are a record. But the piece itself was
transitory, so the real record is the photograph and
anything I might write about it to explain the viewer’s 
experience.

Sometimes a photograph shows not just a view or a
thing, but a concept.
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A record is created by humans…

And
this…

And of course, even in this tiny corner of the room
we see many types of records, framed photographs
rare published journals, framed documents and
photographs and the famous bust of Bishop Davis
that Canon Tuck made!!
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A record is created by humans…

This is
NOT a
record:

Can anyone tell me why a banana is not a record? It’s 
made by God! Yes, and it’s not unique, although each 
banana is imperceptibly different…

How to we make a distinction, then? Things made by
God are not records?

After all,there may be at least one record actually
made by God –the Ten Commandments, but if there
hadn’t been a nice flat rock to carve the words on, 
we might have had to take Moses’ word for it.  

We generally think of the definition of a record as
something made by humans.
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A record is created by humans…

A tree is
NOT a
record:

Similarly, a tree is not a record (only God can
make a tree…) This is obvious, I know, but why 
is it important? Because you will see that there
are so many types of records, and so many
people who don’t see the point of preserving 
them, that we need to have this distinction.
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A record is created by humans…

But a
book is a
record:

There is not enough room for all the books in the
world, so just as with documents, the primary record
is the designated archival copy –a decision that YOU
make.

Published works in your collection are worth keeping
if rare or a particular reference and a good access
tool to information also kept in primary (manuscript
records), especially serials –you may have the only
full “run” as individual issues tend to get lost.
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A record is
created by
humans…

This is a
record:

And a
recording

This is not only original artwork on a record jacket,
but the recording is –a record! Music, film and
other recordings are records! (Duhhh…)
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

Not only the sketch done by the prospective architect
of All Saints Cathedral, which didn’t exist yet except 
in his mind, as he sat over his coffee at the Halifax
Hotel, (perhaps) but also the notepaper logo are both
unique records, the latter a very fine print, engraved,
that no longer exists.
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A record is created by humans…

This
window
is a
record :

And the Cathedral itself, or any church, is a
record –the building, its windows, artifacts,
carvings vestments font, reredos communion
plate and so on, are also records, what we
term “material heritage”.
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

An artifact is a record
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

Certainly drawings and plans that went into its
making are records. Even if and especially
because they are different from the final object
. Together they show a creative process that
cannot be known any other way.
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record:

Obviously, hand written documents are records,
the letters patent of Charles Inglis are of
inestimable value, the engraved illustration is in
perfect shape, but the ink of the pen writing is
fading ….
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A record is created by humans…

This is a
record,
and what
a record!

The Bible in whatever form, is probably the
largest collection of records written across the
longest time frame in human history, which
makes it itself, a unique record. We keep only
copies that are dedicated to persons or
occasions in our diocese –otherwise the rooms
would be full of Bibles only. Every Bible is
precious to its owner, but an Archives can only
keep so many.
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A record is created by humans?…

This bunny
is not a
record, but
his size is
a record!

Let us not confuse the object itself though, with
the original record it sets by its unique quality,
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A record is created by humans…

These
are
records

So, All books are records, but since they are
published (mass produced) and replaceable, they are
not considered archival records, except in the case of
rare books.
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A record is created by humans…

But this is
not a record
–depending
on how long
we keep it…

Sometimes a thing just has to be around long
enough to become the only one of its kind, like
this chair in the Diocesan Centre…collectors 
have offered to buy it.
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A record is created by humans…

A CAT is
not a
record:

We know an animal is not a record, so a cat is
not a record… but…
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A record is created by humans…

But
“Kat
Kong”
is a
record!

“Kat Kong” is a record! I found this amazing 
book at Frenchie’s (who would throw away
such a thing as this?) and I don’t think there 
are many copies in the world as it was totally
created by a young man with pictures of his
own pets…it is therefore, to me, an original 
artwork of a limited edition.
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A record is anything unique created by
humans…and other intelligent
mammals…or nature itself ?(fossils).

So, since humans communicate and interpret and
express so much through ritual, writing, sound, art
and artifact, are records limited to human creation?
Perhaps the definition of a record should be
broadened to …. Wait a minute, Apes have made 
paintings, Elephants bury their dead, nature makes
fossils, and whales and dolphins communicate, with
each other and with us… our recordings of whales 
and dolphins are definitely records. Fortunately,
animals like to keep their lives simple and don’t feel a 
need to store them (story them?) –only humans tend
to make everything more complicated by saving the
evidence of their activity –because they can.
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…or made by nature and collected by
humans…or mass produced but around
long enough to be unique…ARRGHHH!!

The definition of a record is becoming less constricted
as we go along.

This is actually an original painting worth thousands,
of the Garfield creator, but most of us will never have
anything like this, or fossils, or space shuttles in our
collections –whew!!

Well, at least no one can argue with you that the
documents, books, artifacts, and recordings and even
your buildings and memorials, are not worth keeping
because of cost or space constriction. Compared to
all the records in the world, you can argue that yours
is a drop in the bucket.
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
FOND –a group of records issuing
from one creating body (who?)

RESPECT DES FONDS (a
principle)

-- keeping the original order and
context in the arrangement –
keeping together records of the
same source.

Now that we know for sure what a record is, life gets
easier. Going along with PROVENANCE is another
principle for archival arrangement and description–
the name you give to the record group in RAD is a
fond.from the system created in France because of
the huge accumulation of antiquities collected there
over the centuries, and we still use it, because it
works.
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
ACCESS
ACCESSION
ACQUISITION
ARRANGEMENT
CLASSIFICATION
CONSERVATION
CONTROL OF
HOLDINGS –
intellectual, physical

DESCRIPTION
DIGITIZATION
ENDURING VALUE
INDEX
PRESERVATION
REFORMATTING
RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

I think you know most of these, but let’s go quickly 
through them and make some distinctions that will
help you to make use of all the help guidelines and
manuals, and even to write grant applications --
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
ACCESS:
physical –to the space and its contents
 Intellectual –to the information

ACCESSION:
First hand observation of the record

ACQUISITION:
Getting records by purchase, deposit or

gift

Two kinds of access must be given and controlled to
the collection. There is a lot of useful information in
the accession form –all can be used later and it gives
you your first finding aid. Acquisition is synonymous
with “collection” as in ‘collection policy” what to 
collect, what to acquire…
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE

ARRANGEMENT:
Grouping, sorting, “classification”

ACCORDING TO YOUR RECORD
CREATORS

resulting in a permanent
PHYSICAL order and location on
the shelf.

An arrangement is determined by the groupings you
have made and dictate the permanent location of a
group on the shelf so you can always find it and its
relationship to other related records
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE

CLASSIFICATION:
In LIBRARY SYSTEM:

by subject
In ARCHIVAL SYSTEM:

by creator

Creator = fond or
manuscript group

It is important to realize that fonds don’t have a 
subject, like a book, they are related records of the
same origin or made received and collected by the
same creating body in the course of its activities –
well!!

Some creating bodies wear different hats at different
times!! Then it is best to make subgroups based on a
time or function distinction.

Luckily most church organizational structures and
functions are very similar so there are systems
already created for you.
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE

CONSERVATION –Repairing, restoring,
enclosing, protecting, recovering and
treating records for long-term preservation.

“CONSERVATION”is the major activity of
“PRESERVATION”

Conservation is the technical end of preservation,
involving a knowledge of the physical characteristics
and condition of the record
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
CONTROL OF HOLDINGS -- knowing
what you have by arranging,
describing and labeling each item.

INTELLECTUAL AND
PHYSICAL CONTROL ARE

ACHIEVED BY:

Having an intellectual control –a complete orderly
description of consistent descriptive elements –is
also important to preservation –proper access and
no loss or misplacement!
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
COMPONENTS OF INTELLECTUAL AND

PHYSICAL CONTROL :

WRITTEN DESCRIPTION
NUMBERING SYSTEM INDEXES
FINDING AID
SHELF LOCATION
LABELLED ENCLOSURE

When we see a catalogue or “finding aid” we are 
looking at all of these --- and the label on the
enclosure matches the catalogue information with the
same information.
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE

DESCRIPTION –identifying each
item by its unique elements –
using standard descriptive
methods -- MG or RAD

The Manuscript Group system is not that
different from the Rules for Archival Description
in its structure, but it is better for gaining quick
intellectual control, and can be easily converted
later, as long as all the RAD elements are
included
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Archive Language …

“RAD”
Rules for

Archival
Description

This is the basic structure of RAD description –
in the file list is your “item level” description.
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Archive Language …

“MG”
Manuscript

Group:

MG title+#
SERIES title+#
Volume title+#

Item title+#

Levels of description, giving each item a
permanent location within its group and a
unique retrieval number
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EXAMPLE FONDS SYSTEM FOR ONE CHURCH

St. Paul’s Church Archives in Halifax recently 
converted from MG to RAD and the only hard
part was subdividing the fonds and naming its
series, since all the records were of the same
source and creator in general.
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EXAMPLE FONDS SYSTEM FOR ONE CHURCH

…And its subseries …
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EXAMPLE FONDS SYSTEM FOR ONE CHURCH

This is a great example for any church archives
that has a “raw” collection all gathered 
together, found together and generating from
the same church.
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EXAMPLE MANUSCRIPT GROUP SYSTEM –BOX
LABEL

The MG grouping system uses Manuscript
Group, then Series, then Volume, then item at
the most detailed level. But by keeping it
simple, each item can be identified by a
location number composed of 4 numbers
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EXAMPLE - MANUSCRIPT
GROUP SYSTEM –FINDING AID
DESCRIPTION

This record has written on it in pencil:

MG3/ slash and then the “Archives Retrieval” 
number: /16/8/1

e.g. The unique number on the item will be:

MG3/16/8/1
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EXAMPLE –SMALL REFERENCE LIBRARY –
SIMPLE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

A –liturgy and texts [A-1: Bibles]
B –Canon Law/Legislation [B-2: Handbooks, manuals]
C –Serials [C-1, C-2, C-3 –Titles of journals]
D –Theology and literature [D-1: sermons]
E - Church History [E-1: Church of England;

E-2: CofE in Canada; E-3; Parish/Local/Regional]
F –General History and Archives
G –Architecture [Church, General, Architects]
H –Sociology [Christian, General]
J –Education [Christian, General]
K –Biography [Biography,-- Bishops, Clergy, General]

Since St. Peter’s has a library in its collection I 
will show you a simple system that we use for
ours –we made it up! Unless you plan to
merge your library collection with a university
consortium –this will do the trick.
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EXAMPLE –REFERENCE LIBRARY –FINDING AID
DESCRIPTION

Our Subject catalogue has descriptions like this
for each book. It could be better, but it is
enough for now.
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
DIGITIZATION –reproducing the
record in a digitized format for
easier access to content. (Not to
replace original!!!)

ENDURING VALUE –inactive, but
of permanent corporate and
historical value –primary, unique
or rare, or just plain beautiful.

Digitization is “reformatting” –the original
should never be discarded unless it is mass-
produced or damaging to the collection, such
as a newspaper article or mould and pest
infested manuscript. (actually –we have
cleaned the latter and kept them.)

And we know now what enduring value means
…
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ARCHIVE LANGUAGE
PRESERVATION –collection development
and assessment, applying conservation
treatment and archival enclosure, reformatting,
controlling environment, access and handling.

REFORMATTING –producing a duplicate
copy of a record on film, acid-free paper, or as
a digital file for public use, to reduce handling
and exposure of the original.

RETRIEVAL SYSTEM –a catalogue that
serves as an index for access to and retrieval
of information.

Actually, all three of these work together to
preserve the items and extend their longevity
(readability)

Without a retrieval system, things get lost or
damaged.
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Ahhh…RECORDS …
Apparently
ancient
civilizations
felt they had
so much stuff,
they’d better
start keeping
track of it…

Humans have been keeping records since the
beginning of our evolution as primates (cave
paintings). The first known “civilizations” really 
did it on purpose.
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And more…RECORDS …

Whereas today, they seem to multiply on their
own.

The Diocesan Archives is a little crowded …

So now we are implementing better Records
Management practices so the records won’t 
expand so much before they are archived.
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Are we the only ones?
The definition of a
“record”for records
managers is changing
–Apes in captivity
have recently been
known to paint
pictures of their
jungle homeland
from memory …

At times , when things seem overwhelming,
you will ask yourself –why do we do it? What
is it about humans? No matter how much you
wish we were different, it is an important job,
and there are ways to conquer overwhelm…
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Chunking it down:
Group by medium
Then separate manuscript from
published material

Begin at the beginning …

Separate the different media –by what it’s 
made of.

Then separate the textual records into:

--published material

--original unique copies or “manuscript” 
material
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MEDIA TYPES
Textual
 MANUSCRIPT

(unpublished) Hand-
written or typed,
bound volumes and
documents

 PUBLISHED Books,
Serial publications:
journals, magazines

Other media
 FILM, MICROFILM
 MAGNETIC TAPE
 DIGITAL

Graphic
 PHOTOGRAPHIC
 CARTOGRAPHIC
 PAINTINGS
 DRAWINGS

 ARTIFACTS

Dividing into media types –they require slightly
different storage conditions, and can affect
each other physically, so should be arranged
separately.
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In an Archives Collection –store
each media separately:

MANUSCRIPT RECORDS (paper)
REFERENCE LIBRARY (paper)

PHOTOGRAPHS
CARTOGRAPHIC

ARTIFACTS
FILM, MAGNETIC, DIGITAL

Diocesan Archives:

LINEAR METRES IN THE COLLECTION (SPACE ON A SHELF)

32 –vault; 68 –Harris room - 12 metres –Mosher room

There are 112 linear metres of textual manuscript records in
the Archives onsite, plus 30 metres of published material in the
reference library; that is the equivalent of 400 file boxes of
records, plus 2700 property documents including 400 maps
and plans, and about 4,000 photographic images stored in
metal cabinets, plus other media.

About 32 metres of that is parish records –we keep all parish
records in the vault, which is now full.

All parish records are stored on site. Until this year we could
say that all parish records fit into our vault, but this is no
longer the case. We definitely have a storage problem.
However, plans have been drawn up for a new vault in a new
space that is three times bigger than what we have now, as
part of the Phase 2 Property development.

More about space later on.
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OVERALL OBJECTIVE
TO COLLECT
TO PRESERVE
TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO --
ALL THE NON-CURRENT
RECORDS OF CONTINUING
VALUE

Your mandate will direct your activity at all stages:
The Diocesan Archives Mandate is derived from the
Canons 23 and 24:

TO COLLECT

TO PRESERVE

TO PROVIDE ACCESS TO

-- ALL THE NON-CURRENT
RECORDS OF CONTINUING VALUE
OF THE DIOCESE.
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Functions:
Acquisition
Accession
Description
Arrangement
Preservation
Access (controlled)
Research

–retrieval of
information

All our defined activities serve a function. The
Archivist’s job

Accession

Description

Arrangement

Preservation

Access - research

–retrieval of information
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Administrative functions
Budget/grants/expenditures
Assessing needs of the
collection
Preservation strategy
Policies/ procedures
Disaster/Emergency
preparedness

….OOPS –MORE RECORDS!
Filing –just like any office …

As you work, you will be creating records of
your own!! The Archivist’s job, cont’d …

Administration/budget

Assessing needs of the collection

Preservation strategy

Policies/ procedures

Disaster/Emergency preparedness
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In Real Life:

SORTING, WRITING,
NUMBERING
CLEANING, REPAIRING
DOCUMENTS
ENCLOSING, BOXING,
LABELLING, SHELVING
DATA ENTRY

Be prepared to describe your activity later
when you want to design a project, train
volunteers or hire extra help.

ACCESSIONING, SORTING, ENCLOSURE

CONSERVATION TREATMENT

ORDERING SUPPLIES

DATA ENTRY DESCRIPTION

BOXING, LABELLING, SHELVING

RESEARCH, IN PERSON, EMAIL, PHONE

DESIGNING FORMS, PAMPHLETS

MEETINGS, CONFERENCES, WORKSHOPS

ACCOUNTS, PROPOSALS, REPORTS
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In Real Life:
ORDERING SUPPLIES,
paying bills,BUDGETING
ANSWERING REQUESTS:
EMAIL, PHONE
DESIGNING FORMS,
INSTRUCTIONS
MEETINGS,
CONFERENCES,
WORKSHOPS
WRITING PROPOSALS,
REPORTS

And like this…
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In Real Life:
TAKE ON ONE
PROJECT AT A
TIME

DIVIDE TASKS -
- HAVE
DIFFERENT
PEOPLE DO
DIFFERENT
THINGS

Apply the overwhelm conqueror to real life too
–chunk it down.
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In Real Life:
TAKE BREAKS
STRETCH PROJECTS INTO MANAGEABLE
TIME MODULES

SWITCH
ACTIVITIES WHEN
REPETITIVE

CONQUER
OVERWHELM!

It helps to switch tasks when they are
repetitive. Data entry is tiring to the eyes so
apply the same break guidelines recommended
for all computer work –take a break every
half-hour and look at something else!
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Sample Accession form

The front line:

AN ACCESSION
DESCRIPTION

First hand
observation
pulls it all
together

The Accession description includes a permanent
accession number, physical description, scope
and content, and its condition upon arrival.
(Plus the treatment or enclosure needed.)

It will also have the final retrieval number of
the record after it has been described in a
database.

Distinguish between a deposit and a gift or
donation.

The ACCESSION DESCRIPTION is a First hand
observation –but it will help with the accuracy
of the final description.
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Breaktime!

Let’s take a 20 minute coffee break –OR…we 
could go to the beach…


